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Introduction: Early recognition of elevated lactate levels in sepsis may hasten the detection of those patients eligible for aggressive resuscitation. Point-of-care (POC) testing is now increasingly available for use in the emergency department (ED). We examined the accuracy and time-saving effect of a handheld POC device for the measurement of fingertip and whole blood lactate as compared with reference laboratory testing in critically ill ED patients.

Methods: A convenience sample of adult ED patients receiving serum lactate testing was prospectively enrolled at an urban, tertiary care US hospital. Consenting patients underwent fingertip POC lactate measurement with a portable device and simultaneous whole blood sampling for analysis by both the POC device and standard laboratory analyzer (“reference method”). Lactate measurements were compared by intraclass correlation (ICC) and Bland and Altman plots. Differences in time to test result were compared by paired t test.

Results: Twenty-four patients, 19 (79%) with sepsis and 21 (88%) with lactate levels below 4 mmol/L, were included from April 2005 to May 2005. Fingertip POC and whole blood POC lactate measurements each correlated tightly with the reference method (ICC = 0.90 and ICC = 0.92, respectively). Mean time between obtaining fingertip lactate samples and whole blood reference lactate samples was 8 ± 13 minutes. Mean time between obtaining POC and reference laboratory lactate results was 65 minutes (95% confidence interval, 30–103).

Conclusion: Fingertip POC lactate measurement is an accurate method to determine lactate levels in infected ED patients with normal or modestly elevated lactate values and significantly decreases time to test results. These findings should be verified in a larger, more critically ill, ED population. [West J Emerg Med. 2013;14(1):58–62.]

INTRODUCTION

Sepsis is defined as the systemic inflammatory response to infection. When associated with organ dysfunction, sepsis is considered severe and is accompanied by an increased risk of mortality. Like myocardial infarction and stroke, sepsis is a time-sensitive condition amenable to early intervention. Serum lactate level obtained in the emergency department (ED) is predictive of mortality among patients with suspected infection and is used to help determine which septic patients are candidates for early, aggressive resuscitation.1–3 International consensus-based guidelines on sepsis recommend that serum lactate measurement be available with a rapid turnaround time (“within minutes”) to help identify patients with tissue hypoperfusion who are at increased risk of morbidity and mortality.4
Several obstacles exist to the rapid determination of lactate levels in the ED and the use of these results in patient care. Prolonged ED wait times, whether due to increased patient volume, protracted boarding times for admitted patients, or local hospital closures, have an impact on time to patient triage and evaluation. Further delays result from limitations in traditional laboratory analysis, in which test results can take hours to return and must be actively sought out by the clinician. Point-of-care (POC) devices have recently been implemented in a wide range of clinical settings, from ED triage to the intensive care unit (ICU), to hasten detection of time-sensitive disease states and expedite care. While the accuracy of whole blood POC lactate has been validated in ED and ICU patients, the performance of POC fingertip lactate measurement has been called into question. Furthermore, studies to date of ED POC lactate measurement in sepsis have not evaluated the use of a handheld device, which may allow for even more rapid determination of test results in the hectic ED environment.

The purpose of this study was to determine the accuracy of a handheld POC device for the measurement of fingertip lactate, as compared with (1) whole blood POC and (2) whole blood laboratory testing, in critically ill ED patients. We hypothesized that both whole blood and fingertip POC measurements would closely correlate with laboratory testing and that POC testing would significantly decrease time to lactate results.

METHODS

Study Design

Prospective, observational study of a convenience sample of adult ED patients conducted from April 2005 to May 2005. The research design was preapproved by the Institutional Review Board for Human Research at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania. Written informed consent was obtained from all patients before enrollment.

Study Setting and Population

The study was conducted in a 700-bed urban tertiary care hospital with a 56-bed ED that provides care to approximately 55,000 adult patients annually. All patients receiving serum lactate testing ordered by the treating emergency physician were eligible for inclusion. Patients were excluded only if fingertip or whole blood venipuncture samples could not be technically obtained, which did not occur in any patients eligible for the study. No formal departmental protocol encouraging lactate measurement in patients with suspected sepsis was in place at the time of study enrollment. The purpose of examining the accuracy of the POC device was for future research examining POC lactate as a screening tool at ED triage.

Study Protocol

Point-of-care analysis was performed with a Lactate Pro analyzer (LT-1710, Arkray Inc, Kyoto, Japan), which uses a 5-μL sample, has a detection range from 0.8 to 23.3 mmol/L, and provides results in 60 seconds. This device is Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA)–approved for POC testing of lactate in the United States. For the purposes of statistical analysis, values registering less than 0.8 mmol/L, read as “Lo” on the device, were coded as 0.7 mmol/L. The device uses single-use test strips containing an enzyme-coated electrode. The machine was calibrated by one of the study investigators by using a factory-supplied calibration strip, and tested by using a check strip with a known value, every 8 hours while in use. The principal investigators (M.G., D.F.G.) received in-depth training on use of the POC device from a representative of the manufacturer and then trained the remaining study investigators, who all performed at least 2 fingertip samples on the principal investigators before enrolling subjects into the study. Documents related to CLIA approval of the Lactate Pro POC device were reviewed by the hospital’s POC testing specialists before the start of the study.

Consenting patients received a finger-prick with a disposable lancet to puncture the skin and obtain capillary blood for POC analysis. Whole blood samples (approximately 5 cc) were subsequently obtained from a venipuncture site or indwelling arterial catheter and collected in grey-top tubes (BD Vacutainer, sodium fluoride 10 mg/potassium oxalate 8 mg). Fingertip and whole blood samples were drawn as close in time as possible. A single drop of whole blood was used to measure POC lactate concentration with the Lactate Pro device. Whole blood grey-top tube samples were sent to the central hospital laboratory per institutional practice and were analyzed on a Vitros 950 analyzer (Ortho-Clinical Diagnostics, Rochester, New York), which served as the “reference method.” The Vitros 950 analyzer measures whole blood lactate level in approximately 12 minutes and was calibrated and maintained according to manufacturer standards. Whole blood reference method results were entered into the hospital electronic medical record by laboratory personnel. No messages were sent or callbacks made to the treating physicians regardless of the lactate result, since elevated lactate values were not considered critical values in our hospital laboratory at the time the study was conducted. Treating ED physicians were blinded to POC test results.

Measurements

Triage time and the time of blood sampling for lactate analysis, as well as the reason for obtaining lactate measurement, were recorded for all patients. The primary outcome measure was the accuracy of fingertip POC lactate in comparison to the reference method for lactate analysis. Secondary outcomes were the accuracy of whole blood POC lactate compared to the reference method and the time differential from fingertip POC lactate result to laboratory reference method result. Data were documented on collection forms and then entered into database software (Access 2000, Microsoft Corp, Redwood, Washington).
Data Analysis

Agreement of the POC device with the laboratory reference method was assessed by calculating the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC), and ICC values greater than 0.9 were considered excellent agreement. To determine the variability of the POC device, as compared to the reference method, Bland and Altman plots were developed with mean difference and limits of agreement. Fingertip POC and whole blood POC values were each compared with the reference method. Post hoc analysis demonstrated that a sample size of 24 subjects with 2 observations per subject achieves 89% power to detect an intraclass correlation of 0.900 under the alternative hypothesis when the intraclass correlation under the null hypothesis is 0.700, using an F test with a significance level of 0.05000. The mean difference in the time between blood sampling and determination of lactate results between assays was compared by paired t test. Analyses were performed with SAS statistical software (version 9.1, SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina).

RESULTS

Twenty-five patients consented and were enrolled in the study. One patient was withdrawn from the study because of incomplete data collection. Seventy blood samples were taken from the remaining 24 patients; 24 fingertip and 22 whole blood samples were analyzed with the POC device and 24 whole blood samples were analyzed by the reference method. Patient characteristics upon inclusion are shown in the Table. Most patients (79%) presented with sepsis (≥2 Systemic Inflammatory Response Syndrome criteria and suspected infection). Three patients (13%) had suspected infections but did not meet criteria for sepsis. Three patients (13%) were discharged to home, while the other 21 (87%) were admitted to the hospital and 9 (38%) were admitted to the intensive care unit.

Fingertip POC lactate measurement correlated closely with the reference method, with ICC equal to 0.90 (Figure 1). The Bland and Altman plot demonstrated that fingertip POC measurements more often measured slightly higher (mean difference = −0.3 with limits of agreement between −2.4 and 1.9, Figure 1). Only 2 values fell outside of the limits of agreement (−2.4, 1.9); 1 patient with POC value equal to 3.3 mmol/L and laboratory value equal to 0.6 mmol/L and another patient with POC value equal to 7.2 mmol/L and laboratory value equal to 10 mmol/L. Whole blood POC lactate measurement correlated more closely with the reference method, with ICC equal to 0.92 (Figure 2). The Bland and Altman plot demonstrated a mean difference of 0.25, with limits of agreement between −1.2 and 1.7 (Figure 2). In this case, whole blood POC measurements more often measured lower than the reference method. Only 1 value fell outside of the limits of agreement.

Mean time between fingertip POC blood sampling and whole blood reference sampling was 8 ± 13 minutes. Mean time between whole blood POC sampling and whole blood reference lactate sampling was 4 ± 13 minutes. Mean time from triage to fingertip POC lactate result was 86 minutes (95% confidence interval [CI] = 13–159), while mean time from triage to whole blood reference lactate result was 151 minutes (95% CI = 73–230). Mean time to fingertip POC lactate result was shorter than whole blood reference lactate result by 65 minutes (95% CI, 30–103; P < 0.005).

DISCUSSION

The use of POC blood lactate measurement has been examined in the care of critically ill ICU and trauma patients but has only recently been studied in an ED population. Whole blood POC lactate measurement has previously been shown to correlate well with laboratory-measured whole blood lactate in the ED, which our results support. However, Boldt et al recently cautioned against the use of fingertip POC lactate...
ED triage, could allow for immediate risk stratification of emergency medical services personnel, or as a screening tool at medical record by the clinician. Use of handheld, portable POC laboratory testing, which must be actively sought out in the time, as opposed to results of standard ED POC and central laboratory testing. A handheld POC device provides an misplacing samples can also delay time to test results using personnel, delay test results in many hospitals. Mislabeling or test ordering, or blood sampling and availability of laboratory samples, such as time spent during physician evaluation, test ordering, or blood sampling and availability of laboratory personnel, delay test results in many hospitals. Mislabeling or misplacing samples can also delay time to test results using central laboratory testing. A handheld POC device provides an immediate result, visualized by the bedside care provider in real time, as opposed to results of standard ED POC and central laboratory testing, which must be actively sought out in the medical record by the clinician. Use of handheld, portable POC lactate measurement, either by bedside care providers, emergency medical services personnel, or as a screening tool at ED triage, could allow for immediate risk stratification of potentially critically ill patients, a strategy that has recently undergone preliminary evaluation. Combined with initial history and bedside evaluation, such results could allow for rapid administration of time-sensitive sepsis therapies, such as broad-spectrum antibiotics and aggressive fluid resuscitation. When the speed of obtaining lactate results provided by a POC device is combined with the risk stratification ability of an initial lactate reading for ED patients with severe sepsis, POC lactate measurement has significant clinical utility. Handheld fingertip lactate meter may also allow for repeated lactate levels to be more readily obtained after initial resuscitation, which could be used to determine lactate clearance. Lactate clearance has recently been shown to be equivalent to invasive central venous oxygen saturation monitoring in ED-based early goal-directed therapy of severe sepsis and septic shock.

LIMITATIONS

This study has a number of limitations. Severe sepsis was not a strict inclusion criterion for this study; thus, our results may not be fully generalizable to all patients along the sepsis spectrum. However, most patients presented with sepsis (79%) or a clinically significant suspected infection (13%). Another limitation was that we did not standardize the location or tourniquet time for whole blood or POC sampling. By restricting blood flow to the distal portion of the limb, a tourniquet may theoretically cause increased anaerobic metabolism leading to an elevation in capillary lactate levels. One recent study using healthy volunteers, however, showed this assumption to be incorrect. Nonetheless, our results showed that POC lactate values were biased slightly higher than reference lactate results, which could be a consequence of this phenomenon. Standardization of tourniquet time and location would be ideal, but in practice is difficult in the emergency setting and in critically ill patients with potentially limited peripheral venous access. We also did not examine the precision of the POC device in this population, though prior work has validated this parameter in healthy individuals. Another key limitation is the small sample size. With only 24 patients, of whom only 3 had whole blood lactate levels of 4 mmol/L or greater, we can only draw limited conclusions regarding the ability of the POC device to accurately measure serum lactate levels in patients with sepsis who are eligible for early goal-directed resuscitation. Given that the few elevated lactate levels obtained in our study showed a slightly greater disagreement between POC and reference results, this limitation must be explicitly addressed before use of this handheld device is considered beyond an experimental setting. Formal cost-effectiveness analyses should also be conducted to examine the economic impact of bedside POC lactate testing in sepsis.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, fingertip POC lactate measurement closely correlated with reference laboratory whole blood testing in an
ED population consisting primarily of patients with sepsis and normal or modestly elevated lactate levels. Use of a handheld POC lactate device also reduced time to lactate test results. The small sample size and small number of elevated (>4 mmol/L) values limit conclusions regarding the use of this device in patients eligible for early goal-directed therapy. Further studies are needed to verify these results in a larger population, particularly patients with shock or severe global tissue hypoxia, and to test the effects of early detection of lactate levels on the prognosis and treatment of ED patients with sepsis.
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